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They will be estimated and paid for by the lineal foot. i. As delivered at the site of the structure, according to bills furnished by the engineer. 2. For driving, straightening and cutting off ready for the caps, and only the length actually left standing in the structure to be paid for.
All timbers must be of the exact dimensions given and figured on the plans, to be cut from sound, live timber, free from loose or rotten knots, worm holes, wind shakes or splits; reasonably well seasoned, straight grained, square edged, and free from any and every defect calculated to impair its strength and durability. It will be estimated and paid for in the work by the thousand feet, board measure. The following kinds of timber will be accepted:
All bridge ties will be White or Burr Oak, Oregon Red or Yellow Fir, Tamarack, or Yellow Pine.
All track stringers and guard timbers will be Oregon Fir or Yellow Pine, of the long leaved, southern hard pine variety.
AH posts, caps, sills, bracing and end plank will be White or Burr Oak, Red or Yellow Oregon Fir, White or Yellow Pine, or Tamarack.
All wrought iron must be of the best quality of refined iron, tough, ductile, and capable of standing a tensile strain of fifty thousand (50,000) pounds per square inch of sectional area. The manufacture of the bolts must be perfect in every respect, and have nuts and screws of the United States standard dimensions, length of thread to be not less than three inches.
All washers and spacing blocks, etc., must be well manufactured of good gray iron and to the exact dimensions shown on the drawing. The cost of placing all bolts, spikes, and washers in the structure will be included in the price paid for framing and erecting the timber.
All bridge ties will be furnished and placed in the bridges by the contractor.
The surface of the ties must be brought to a true plane under the rail, so that the rail will get a full bearing on every tie.
All of the track stringers shall be brought to a true plane, so that ties will get an even bearing on all the stringers.
Where any timber or pile trestle bridge is built on a curve, the blocking for elevating the outer rail, or other moans for elevating it, will be as per drawings for the same, a copy of which will be furnished from the olllcc of the chief engineer.
The culverts will be put in place and finished ahead of the grading, so that it will not interfere with or detain the grading, in any way.
Bridging shall begin when directed by the engineer, and progress at a rate sufficiently rapid to keep out of the way of the tracklayers.

